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unlike in 'bacchan', this is not a clear-cut attempt at comedy, but
a melange of shyam benegal references, vintage songs and

goofball spoofery. the film paves over tired romantic themes in
favour of a bit of gender-swap madness (boy with short hair who

falls in love with a girl with long hair), but because nothing is
clear about the film, it's impossible to enjoy the film and know

what it's trying to be. no one, even the touts for the movie, had
foreseen that a comedy flick with dilwale dulhania le jayenge

(ddlj)'s famous soundtrack would manage to turn out to be such
a huge hit. ''main kaun hoon'' has already emerged as a huge hit
and it hasn't even come out yet. what makes it so striking is that
it doesn't get lost in the clutter of all the hit songs we are flooded
with in the film industry and that too with such impact. with the

absence of all the good old hits and a bunch of fresh yet
energetic tracks, the song ''toh main nazar'' in particular stands
out like a major. the music video is engaging as well as the song
is catchy as ever. and that doesn't go away even with a couple of

new duets and remixes being added. the video is an
amalgamation of different dance parties throughout the world.

the performance by an indian trio, joemonstersex , while strolling
through mexico, is a major highlight. the video has been directed

by abhishek acharya who is also behind the tune ''chutki ki
baat''. the song was shot in spain and the video is a compilation

of different cultures. the effects used in the song are quite
impressive. a solemn guitar is the base for the song and once the
vocals come in with the backdrop of lights and the instruments,

the song manages to convey an immense amount of emotions in
a short duration of time.
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as it is, ishq
forever manages
to be all of the

above. the
bhalwal

protagonist
shekhar (krishna)
is a poor college

student with
dreams of
moving to

bombay and
making it big in

the film industry.
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when he is
offered the

chance to co-
produce ishq

forever, he jumps
at the

opportunity, only
to be met with a

massive problem:
he's the star.

what would he
look like in a film

with a leading
lady on the cusp
of her first shoot?
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somehow, ishq
forever has to

get shekhar out
of there before
the leading lady
(karthika shetty)

realises that
she's dated her

director, and
figures out that
he's only here

because he's the
man he loves.

this is not a good
look on a man's
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part. shekhar is a
cardboard

character, and
there's no point
in trying to see
how he keeps
improving. the

title song of ishq
forever is the

most inexcusable
example of a
song that isn't

badly written, but
fails to compel on

its own. what's
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more, nadeem-
shravan's words
still haven't been
updated for the
21st century.

take the last line
of the chorus,

'baap ki dil mein
kiya hoon meri

jaan hoon.. baap
ki dil mein' - it's
actually written
'main tera baap
rehta hun, meri
jaan hoon'. but
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the song tries to
subvert the
meaning by

replacing it with
'baap ki dil mein
kiya hoon meri
jaan hoon' (at

least it has that
much modesty).
we have no idea

whether to
believe the 'yaar
ho gaye hai' part

(if that's even
true) or not; on
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the whole, this is
typical bollywood

pish-posh, and
the only person
you're probably
going to enjoy is

the director,
sameer sippy.

what ishq forever
needs is at least
a clear idea of

what it is.
'bacchan' is bad,

but at least it
tells you up front
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that it's a spoof
on a road-trip

movie and isn't
really a naseer-
esque film about

love refused.
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